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The Official NRA Guide to Firearms Assembly: Pistols and
Revolvers is a newly revised edition of the National Rifle
Associations classic volume on pistol and revolver
disassembly. With information drawn from the files of the
American Rifleman magazine, re-designed and updated with
dozens of new firearms, this volume contains the detailed
instructions and accurate exploded-view diagrams that
provide the information any collector, hunter, or shooting
enthusiast needs to be able to take firearms apart.
Provides an in-depth history of the NRA, revealing how this
powerful organization influences legislation, and discusses
the death threats NRA members have made against elected
officials
The executive director of the National Rifle Association
lambasts the gun-control lobby while extolling the virtues of
personal and responsible gun ownership in America.
One Nation, the NRA and $20 million -- inside journalism's
most audacious sting By the mastermind who infiltrated the
NRA and One Nation and based on the award-winning
documentary seen on ABC TV In 2019, the ABC aired an
explosive investigative documentary entitled How to Sell a
Massacre. The result of an audacious three-year infiltration of
the US National Rifle Association, the documentary revealed
how One Nation solicited donations of up to $20 million from
the NRA, promising in return to use the balance of power to
soften gun laws in Australia. Masterminded by veteran
Australian journalist Peter Charley, the elaborate sting saw
Australian businessman Rodger Muller go undercover as the
head of a fake Australian pro-gun advocacy group. But the
tactics used by Charley to expose both One Nation and the
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NRA drew criticism from some. Now in his book How to Sell a
Massacre, Peter Charley gives an inside account of the sting,
drawing on more than 40 years' reporting to explore how
journalism has changed and to make sense of why -- in a
post-truth environment -- he felt it necessary to set a trap to
catch the truth. Charley draws on previously unreleased
transcripts of covertly recorded meetings between the NRA
and One Nation to give graphic details of the undercover
operation. At the same time, he reflects on a long and
distinguished career and how the role and methods of
journalism have had to change and adapt in a post-truth
world. Set during the period of Donald Trump's rise to power
and the US's worst mass shootings, including Las Vegas and
Orlando, How to Sell a Massacre reads like a pacey spy
thriller with a deadly truth at its heart: that an Australian
political party would seek foreign money in a bid to seize
power and destroy the gun laws that keep Australians safe.
For the first time, the definitive account of America’s most
powerful, most secretive, and most controversial nonprofit,
and how far it has strayed from its origins. The National Rifle
Association is unique in American life. Few other civic
organizations are as old or as large. None is as controversial.
It is largely due to the NRA that the U.S. gun policy differs so
extremely — some would say so tragically — from that of every
other developed nation. But, as Frank Smyth shows, the NRA
has evolved from an organization concerned above all with
marksmanship — and which supported most government
efforts around gun control for a hundred years — to one that
resists all attempts to restrict guns in any way. At the same
time, the organization has also buried its own remarkable
history. Here is that story, from the NRA’s surprising roots in
post-Civil War New York City to the defining event that
changed its culture forever — the so called “Cincinnati Revolt”
of 1977 — to the present day, where President Donald Trump
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is the most ardent champion in the White House the NRA has
ever had. For anyone who has looked at access to guns in
our society and asked “Why?”, this is an unmatched account
of how we got here, and who got us here

“An eye-opening and riveting account of how guns make
it into the black market and into the hands of criminals
and drug lords.” –Adam Winkler The gun control debate
is revived with every mass shooting. But far more people
die from gun deaths on the street corners of inner city
America and across the border as Mexico's powerful
cartels battle to control the drug trade. Guns and drugs
aren't often connected in our heated discussions of gun
control-but they should be. In Ioan Grillo's
groundbreaking new work of investigative journalism, he
shows us this connection by following the market for
guns in the Americas and how it has made the continent
the most murderous on earth. Grillo travels to gun
manufacturers, strolls the aisles of gun shows and gun
shops, talks to FBI agents who have infiltrated biker
gangs, hangs out on Baltimore street corners, and visits
the ATF gun tracing center in West Virginia. Along the
way, he details the many ways that legal guns can cross
over into the black market and into the hands of
criminals, fueling violence here and south of the border.
Simple legislative measures would help close these
loopholes, but America's powerful gun lobby is
uncompromising in its defense of the hallowed Second
Amendment. Perhaps, however, if guns were seen not
as symbols of freedom, but as key accessories in our
epidemics of addiction, the conversation would shift.
Blood Gun Money is that conversation shifter.
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"Firepower explores how the NRA gradually transformed
itself from a relatively small organization with close ties
to the federal government and a mission dedicated to
marksmanship, competitive shooting, and military
preparedness to what it is today: A political juggernaut
that pushes a right-wing, populist world view and enjoys
a prominent position in the Republican Party coalition. As
Lacombe shows, NRA members and supporters
participate in politics at unusually high rates, and have
for decades, successful opposing gun regulations
despite the shockingly high rates of gun violence in the
U.S. relative to other countries and deep, durable public
support for stricter rules on gun ownership.
Understanding how and why this came to be can not
only teach us about the evolution of one of the most
influential interest groups operating today, but can also
shed light on how interest groups more generally can
marshal the political behavior of their supporters over
time in order to build and exercise power. Most of the
work done on interest group influence focuses on behindthe-scenes tactics such as lobbying and campaign
support. Yet this is not the source of the NRA's power.
Instead, it is the group's ability to shape the political
outlooks of its supporters on behalf of its agenda. The
NRA has done this by creating a gun owner culture and
social identity that mobilizes individuals to engage in
various forms of political participation, and by linking gun
rights to other political issues, generating a broader
political ideology. Drawing on almost a century of
archival data, Lacombe illuminates the NRA's identityand ideology-building efforts in fine-grained, historical
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detail, ultimately showing how the group came to align
with the Republican Party and considering the causes
and consequences of the NRA's increasingly deep
relationship with the GOP in the age of Donald Trump"-The National Rifle Association is the most powerful and
feared lobby in America. It has tens of millions of dollars,
millions of well-armed members and influence at the
highest levels of government. Sugarmann, a leading
expert on firearms violence, gun control and the NRA, is
nationally recognized as an innovative and insightful
voice in America's gun control debate. This is the first indepth account of how the NRA uses fear, intimidation
and cash to promote firearms sales and derail gun
controls. The byzantine world of the gun lobby is
explored: NRA internal power struggles and scandals;
competing pro-gun organizations; the warm and
longstanding ties between the NRA and the firearms
industry; and the power and influence of the Second
Amendment fundamentalists, alert to any infringement
on their "right" to own any weapon they choose. To boost
firearms sales and increase its membership, the NRA
has teamed up with the industry to stakeout new
markets: women, children and black Americans. Preying
on Americans' fears, the NRA promises that true security
can only come from the barrel of a gun. On Capitol Hill
and in state legislatures, the NRA cherishes its
reputation for brass-knuckle political power. The result is
that intimidation--including death threats--from NRA
members is not uncommon. Faced recently with a litany
of unpopular issues to defend--cop-killer bullets, plastic
"terrorist special" handguns and assault
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weapons--today's NRA is increasingly out of step with
the American public, the majority of gun owners and
police. As a result, the NRA is at a crossroads. Will it
retreat to its traditional activities of target shooting,
hunting and safety training? Or will it regroup and rearm,
ready to wage war on the increasing number who dare
question its unyielding pro-gun stance? NRA: Money,
Firepower & Fear chronicles the past, present and
uncertain future of this uniquely American institution and
its role in the gun control wars. Tossing aside accepted
stereotypes, it reveals an NRA that will shock gun
owners and non-gun owners alike. The NRA's original
vision of a coonskin-capped "citizen-soldier" has turned
into a national nightmare of violence and death. NRA:
Money, Firepower & Fear tells why.--From publisher
description.
Were it not for the negative coverage that it receives
from elite American news organizations, the National
Rifle Association and American gun culture as a whole
would not be in the position of strength they enjoy today.
The more negative coverage the elite media have dished
out, the more people have been attracted to NRA and
gun culture. Brian Anse Patrick presents the evidence for
this startling case. As an analysis of the data
unmistakably shows, not only are the elite media
systematically biased against NRA, they have indeed
inadvertently helped to mobilize American gun culture,
making it one of the most successful social movements
of modern times. In the new edition of this
groundbreaking study, with a new Foreword by the
author, Prof. Patrick makes his case. The evidence is
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incontrovertible and based on scientific content analysis
of ten years of actual NRA coverage in many elite news
publications, compared and contrasted with similar
coverage of other major American social movements.
Additionally, Prof. Patrick presents an innovative model
for how information is disseminated from top-to-bottom in
the mainstream media which he terms "administrative
democracy," and suggests how groups like the NRA
flourish in part because of the increasing availability of
non-centralized social media which allow dissenters from
the prevailing media paradigm to construct their own
narratives with which to understand society and their
place within it. Written in a lucid and penetrating style,
this book should be of interest to readers on either side
of the gun rights debate, as well as to those wishing to
study the workings of a successful citizens' advocacy
network.
A blistering exposé of the National Rifle Association,
revealing its people, power, corruption, and ongoing
downfall, from acclaimed NPR investigative reporter Tim
Mak “Tenacious, careful and incisive.”—Jonathan Swan
• “Deeply and meticulously reported, colorfully and
precisely written.”—Olivia Nuzzi • “Nonstop revelations
are told with gripping detail and intimate insider
knowledge.”—David Frum • “Fantastic.”—Chris Hayes
The NRA once compelled respect—even fear—from
Republicans and Democrats alike. Once a grassroots
club dedicated to gun safety, the NRA ballooned into a
powerful lobbyist organization that maintained an iron
hold on gun legislation in America. This influential
nonprofit raised millions in small fees from members
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across the country, which funded hidden, lavish lifestyles
of designer suits, private jets and yachts, martini lunches
and Champagne dinners—while the group manipulated
legislators and flirted with a Russian spy. Yet in 2012,
the NRA’s grip on Washington began to loosen in the
wake of the massacre at Sandy Hook Elementary.
Facing nationwide outrage, NRA CEO Wayne LaPierre
gave a speech claiming the solution was not fewer guns,
but more guns, in schools. The group’s rhetoric only
escalated from there, a misstep that sparked a backlash
and invited the scrutiny of the government. Unveiled here
for the first time ever are surprising, revelatory details
spotlighting decades of poor leadership and
mismanagement by LaPierre; the NRA’s long
association with marketing firm Ackerman-McQueen;
NRA executives’ 2015 trip to Moscow, a by-invitation
affair packed with meetings with Russian government
officials, diplomats, and oligarchs seeking influence in
American politics; as well as the power struggle between
LaPierre and former NRA president Oliver North that
fractured the organization. Misfire is the result of a fouryear investigation by journalist Tim Mak, who scoured
thousands of pages of never-before-publicized
documents and cultivated dozens of confidential sources
inside the NRA's orbit to paint a vivid picture of the gun
group's rampant corruption and slow decline, marking a
sea change in the battle over gun rights and control in
America.

Guns have never been as prevalent in American
culture as they are at this moment. Most
contemporary conversations on guns either highlight
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the gun as just a tool used in mass killings or a right
to be fiercely defended; eventually, whatever
progress these debates foster in the public
conversation tend to halt altogether once the old
cliché, "guns don't kill people; people kill people" is
trotted out. These gun control and gun violence
discussions take the gun as passive object, ignoring
the changing effects, and the very agency, that guns
may deploy as politicized objects. What happens if
we reset the conversation and admit that guns, and
not the people behind them, kill people? The Lives of
Guns offers a new and compelling way of thinking
about the role of the gun in our social and political
lives. In gathering ideas from law, science studies,
sociology, and politics, each chapter turns the stale,
standard gun conversations around by investigating
the gun as an object with agency. In approaching
guns from a technological perspective, down to the
very science of how they are created and how they
fire, The Lives of Guns takes up a number of
questions, such as: How does the presence of these
objects shape civic ideology? What does it mean to
develop and care for gun and gun accessories
technology? What do guns mean to those who build
them versus those who fight for-and against-them?
What could happen when drone technology meets
gun technology? In bringing together fresh
perspectives from leading lawyers, political
scientists, and historians, The Lives of Guns
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promises to move the gun debate forward by
opening up new ways of thinking about these issues
and broadening the scope of these perennial
debates.
"If you want the truth the anti–gunners don't want
you to know…you need a copy of The Bias Against
Guns" —Sean Hannity of Fox News Channel's
Hannity & Colmes
Having shaped our nation since its birth, guns are an
integral part of American life. As more and more
Americans choose to own firearms, it becomes
increasingly important to educate them on proper
shooting and handling techniques. Drawing on the
National Rifle Association’s more than two centuries
of shooting experience, as well as the collected
knowledge of more than 55,000 certified instructors,
The NRA Step-by-Step Guide to Gun Safety offers
key—and life-saving—advice on using, caring for, and
storing handguns, rifles, and shotguns. Packed with
essential information and resources, including details
on how propellants burn in cartridges, shooting
etiquette on and off the range, and where to find a
certified NRA shooting instructor, The NRA Step-byStep Guide to Gun Safety will help reinforce the
importance of safe gun-handling habits. Included is
information on: The safest and most effective way to
store and transport pistols, rifles, and shotguns The
anatomy of the many kinds of guns available The
proper way to reload any firearm The best way to
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clean your gun Proper use of eye and ear protection
The correct clothing to wear while hunting Whether
you are an experienced shooter or haven’t shot a
round in your life, The NRA Step-by-Step Guide to
Gun Safety will provide new and enlightening
information that will make you, and your family, safer
gun owners. Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish
a broad range of books for hunters and firearms
enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns,
rifles, handguns, target shooting, gun collecting, selfdefense, archery, ammunition, knives, gunsmithing,
gun repair, and wilderness survival. We publish
books on deer hunting, big game hunting, small
game hunting, wing shooting, turkey hunting, deer
stands, duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting,
hunting dogs, and more. While not every title we
publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a
national bestseller, we are committed to publishing
books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by
other publishers and to authors whose work might
not otherwise find a home.
A provocative history that reveals how guns—not
abortion, race, or religion—are at the heart of
America's cultural divide. Gunfight is a timely work
examining America’s four-centuries-long political
battle over gun control and the right to bear arms. In
this definitive and provocative history, Adam Winkler
reveals how guns—not abortion, race, or religion—are
at the heart of America’s cultural divide. Using the
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landmark 2008 case District of Columbia v.
Heller—which invalidated a law banning handguns in
the nation’s capital—as a springboard, Winkler
brilliantly weaves together the dramatic stories of
gun-rights advocates and gun-control lobbyists,
providing often unexpected insights into the
venomous debate that now cleaves our nation.
"In this in-depth and systematic look at gun carriers,
Jennifer Carlson draws on her fieldwork attending
guns shows and training courses, becoming an NRA
certified instructor, and carrying a firearm to unpack
the everyday politics of guns. Carlson argues that
guns are taken up to address practical problems of
policing and protection-in effect to manage social
insecurities and suspicions surrounding state
disinvestment and the efficacy of state institutions,
especially law enforcement. In this context, guns
carrying becomes a means of practicing good
citizenship by producing social order amidst
disorder. This understanding helps to clarify why
Americans cling to their guns as both practical and
symbolically charged tools of policing and protection,
but it also sheds light on the NRA's hidden power as
the primary organization that certifies Americans to
carry guns. Rather than focus simply on how to
handle a firearm responsibly, these training courses
primarily cultivate the disposition, capacity, and
desire to use guns in self-defense as well as teach
the idea that carrying guns is a part of responsible
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citizenship."-The Basics of Pistol ShootingNRA Guide Basics of Pistol
ShootingThe NRA Step-by-Step Guide to Gun
SafetyHow to Care For, Use, and Store Your
FirearmsSimon and Schuster
A shocking exposé of rampant, decades-long
incompetence at the National Rifle Association, as told
by a former member of its senior leadership. Joshua L.
Powell is the NRA--a lifelong gun advocate, in 2016, he
began his new role as a senior strategist and chief of
staff to NRA CEO Wayne LaPierre. What Powell
uncovered was horrifying: "the waste and dysfunction at
the NRA was staggering." INSIDE THE NRA reveals for
the first time the rise and fall of the most powerful
political organization in America--how the NRA became
feared as the Death Star of Washington lobbies and so
militant and extreme as "to create and fuel the toxicity of
the gun debate until it became outright explosive."
INSIDE THE NRA explains this intentional toxic
messaging was wholly the product of LaPierre's
leadership and the extremist branding by his longtime
PR puppet master Angus McQueen. In damning detail,
Powell exposes the NRA's plan to "pour gasoline" on the
fire in the fight against gun control, to sow discord to fill
its coffers, and to secure the presidency for Donald J.
Trump.
Uses National Rifle Association materials, meetings,
leader speeches, and interviews with NRA members to
examine how the organization perceives threats to gun
rights as an attack in a broad culture war that will
ultimately lead to gun confiscation and socialism.
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Gun violence can be a confusing and scary topic.
Anyone who keeps current with the news will know that
gun violence occurs in our society nearly every day. This
book explores the history of guns as it applies to the
Second Amendment and the effects of gun violence on
society. Gun control and legislation in the United States
on federal, state, and local levels are thoughtfully
addressed without taking sides on this controversial
issue. Sidebars highlight the NRA, the ongoing debate
about gun control legislation, and what todays youth
can do to help.
More than 30,000 American deaths are caused each
year by firearms, and more than 230,000,000 guns exist
in the United States today. America's Great Gun Game:
Gun Ownership vs. Americans' Safety presents two
sides of the gun issue- the gun control advocates, the
silent majority; and the gun rights supporters, the vocal
minority. Author Earl E. McDowell urges the silent
majority to become the vocal majority as he tackles the
controversial topics of gun control and concealed carry
laws. Unlike other volumes on the gun issue, America's
Great Gun Game challenges the National Rifle
Association's interpretation of the Second Amendment
by citing the opinions of Supreme Court justices, the
president of the American Bar Association, state and
federal legislators, and former U.S. presidents. McDowell
traces attempted presidential assassinations and
presents a detailed account of the gun movements from
1922 through 2000, assessing which side won the gun
game for each movement. Gun Game is unique, as it
also reports statistics on how guns affect women and
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children and which women's and children's organizations
support gun control. America's Great Gun Game
presents McDowell's thoroughly researched argument in
favor of stopping the proliferation of guns throughout the
United States and the increasing need for federal gun
control legislation.
This book is designed to help you keep track of your personal
firearm training and maintenance. This information is useful in
any case where you may find a need to prove your
competency with a firearm. Included within are blank logs.
You can fill in the rounds and distance fired, drills conducted,
malfunctions, firearm information, and maintenance.
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